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Find duplicates in < 30 minutes  

Identify potential duplicate spend 
across expense, invoices, and cards – 
prepayment

Detect 5-10x more high-risk 
transactions
Flag debarred suppliers and anomalous 
spend patterns

100% policy compliance 

Ensure purchases and spend across all 
forms is compliant with policy
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The only auditing solution that uses AI to read receipt images, Level 3 card data, and invoice images 
to detect duplicates, fraud, and compliance issues across your spend and ERP system

 Find duplicates in under 30 minutes 
across all your systems and 
transactions before payment occur

 Detect unauthorized expenses and 
non-compliant spend that can only be 
found by reading invoice documents, 
receipt images, and card transaction

 Create a single view of P-Card, T&E, 
and AP spend across all systems and 
provider

 Detect potential fraud and misuse 
through spend anomaly detectio

 Continuously monitor for debarred and 
sanctioned suppliers, individuals, and 
entitie

 Detect unauthorized spend and ensure 
policy compliance, with purchases 
made through P-Cards and expense 
reports with managed supplier

 Reduce auditor effort by 90% and 
issue-to-action time by 80

 Gain comprehensive case management 
to route high-risk transactions across 
the compan

 Out-of-the-box integrations with all 
major applications, as well as CSV-
based integration and open API 

With AppZen, we were able to identify 
immediate savings opportunities that we 
reinvested back into the business.”

Global Finance Software Company

Head of Third Party Risk Management


AppZen AI is empowering over 1000 finance teams

Audit 100% of your spend on AP invoices, T&E, cards, and payment transactions


AppZen Spend Audit

Spend Audit Dashboard
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AppZen connects to all major finance systems and expense applications


AI-powered Spend Audit: A 24x7 Finance Auditor



Acquires content and context understanding 
of both structured and unstructured data 
hiding inside invoice documents, receipt 
images, and even Level 3 card data

Automates your organization’s unique 
policies and SOPs with custom AI models 
and processing rules

AI models detect duplicates and high-risk 
transactions using powerful computer vision 
and NLP technology trained over millions of 
documents from our thousands of customers

Ensures prepayment compliance with anti-
bribery, FCPA, SDN, and Sunshine Act 
legislation

AI understanding of unstructured data

FCPA, SDN and HCP compliance Custom AI models and workflows

Mastermind AI not analytics

Self-serve and end-user analytics to review 
and action spend transactions

AI models triangulate thousands of data 
points in real time for greater context and 
robust anomaly detection as soon as a 
transaction occurs

Real-time transaction analysis

Reporting and analytics

Spend Audit - across ALL your transactions

Audit across your P2P, AP inbox, EMS, P-Cards, and ERP system

Audits 100% Prepayment

Vendor Check

Spend Anomolies

Duplicate Suppliers Across Spend

Duplicate Invoices

High RISK

Low RISK

Supplier 
portal

email invoices

expense 
reports

Card 
transactions

Worklist
Spend Type

e-Invoice

Card

e-Invoice

Expense Report

Card

Invoice

Payment Journal

Expense Report

Vendor

Barone LLC.

Biffco Enterprises Ltd.

MariotFairfield

Abstergo Ltd.

APLPAY MARR

Binford Ltd.

Abstergo Ltd.

Acme Co.


